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Minor Prophets 1952-53

1 Title "Minor" prophets nbt mean of less importance
Called "The Twelve"

2 Why so called
Number of chapters in them. Written on one scroll

3 An accident(?) of history
4 Approximate dating. Content varied
5 Arrangement of the books
6 How determine date of Hosea, for instance?

Methods of approach
7 Value of titles

Which book is earliest?
9 Hosea's date and divisions of book

On dividing U.S.A. into sections by what means
10 Material in Hosea
13 Illustration using Rayburn's message in chapel

Pbob1ems with Hos. 1-3
14 Prof. Davis' solution: all an allegory, not historical

Gehman's revision holds it is true history. Best.
15 Allegorical interpretations
16 Story of Abimèlech in Judges 9. Allegorical
17 Sermon in Rio de Janeiro about Good Samaritan and

why the priest did nothing for the victim. They
were all going the wrong way leaving the Holy. City
to go down to Jericho. Samaritan going right way!

19 Driving without auto license and application to Hosea

20 Problem of Gomer not solved by making it an allegory
21 MacRae's interpretation
23 God's command is not direction what to do but permission

25 Warfield's bedridden wife
Two possible interpretations

27 God's permission to Balaam
30 More on Gomer
31 Immorality of prof s of archeology in one country and

the pride of profs of OT in another
Interpret Hosea's act as a mistake rather than a sin

32 Hosea's love for her
33 Given permission not direct command

35 Significance of the name Jezreal. Cf. Eisenhower's name
Something is going to happen as if you called a
child Pearl Harbor

37 Is a prediction God will destroy the northern kingdom
Name Lo-ruamah

38 Assignment
39 Hosea's children.

Contradiction with prophecies of Ezekiel and Jeremiah
if don't take the time of it

41 Hos. 1:9,10 Two possible interpretations
42 Three stages of development

Hos 1:11
43 Hos. 2 Hosea's trouble begins in ch. 2

2:7 She comes back then goes off again
2:12-14

44 2:15-23
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